
Friday Saturday Sunday

1 14:45 18:00 14:45 18:00
1/1 11/1 1/1 11/1

15Feet6: Primus: Cyr wheel, skills on the bicycle, duo rollerblading and
humor with a spectacular ending. Les Patineurs: spectacular roller skating
technique, verbal humor and physical comedy.

hour

pitch

2 14:45 17:15 14:45 17:15
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Actic: Played in an electrical vintage Moskvitch car, participants drive over a
guide rail into an open car wash, in which just about everything is washed,
except the car.

hour

pitch

3 14:00 16:30 14:00 16:30
19/1 19/1 19/1 19/1

Aira Vertical walldance - Bencha Theater: A performance where dance,
balance acrobatics and aerial acrobatics come together in a seductive and
poetic way. A modern version of seduction and passion.

hour

pitch

4 19:45 19:45
3/1 3/1

Amer Kabbani (cia 104º): This play wonders about your own limits, as well as
the absurdity of borders and human conflicts. Acid but profound comedy that
will make you think.

hour

pitch

5 14:00 14:00
13/1 13/1

Amoukanama Circus: An acrobatics and dance performance at the
intersection of Africa and the Western world. A great journey of human
connection, braving obstacles in the hope of finding a better place.

hour

pitch

6 19:45 19:45
8/1 8/1

Anamaria&Magí: A collaborative duet between a Catalan and Slovenian
dancer. A hypnotic choreography filled with suggestive images of what two
bodies in constant balance can do.

hour

pitch

7 15:45 18:30 15:45 18:30
19/1 19/1 19/1 19/1

Avital&Jochen: With a combination of humor, live music and technical skill,
the two performers produce a stunningly atmospheric performance. High
level aerial acrobatics.

hour

pitch

8 15:15 16:45 15:15 16:45
15/1 15/1 15/1 15/1

Buguel Noz Marionnettes: The acts with marionettes, by Buguel Noz, are very
intense, tender, lyrical and creates astonishment. Music, dance and
marionettes bring together moments of pure magic.

hour

pitch

21:45
15/1

21:45
15/1

9 15:00 15:00
10/2 10/2

Cia Hotel iocandi: A metaphorical journey towards the human depths in
search for that which makes us keep on swimming, keep on searching, keep
on rowing against waves, even if they are tall or strong.

hour

pitch

10 19:30 15:15 19:30 15:15
13/1 13/1 13/1 13/1

Cie Balles et Pattes: Faceless shadows appearing from all around. Bodies
that run, jump and then freeze. Acrobatic lifts, juggling, balancing, contortion,
magic, Chinese pole.

hour

pitch

11 14:30 18:45 14:30 18:45
11/1 11/1 11/1 11/1

Cie Dos mundos al Arte: Anna returns to the place of her childhood, after a
tragedy she did not want... She returns to the place where it all began. She
returns in order not to forget.

hour

pitch

12 19:30 14:00 17:45 17:45
11/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Cie Jusqu'ici tout va bien: Tender, hilarious fiction about a mascot costume
and the man inside. Behind the hugs, hand-waving and kitschy choreography,
what is left of the human whose job it is to animate the mascot?

hour

pitch

13 16:45 18:30 14:00 16:45 18:30
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Cie Modo Grosso: Poetic, artistic and surprising. Déborah Colucci composes
a modern and genius repertoire with the harp. Alexis Rouvre is a fysical artist,
a juggler and a manipulator with ropes.

hour

pitch

14 15:15 17:15 15:15 17:15
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Circus unARTiq: Chinese-Pole and acrobatics on a swinging trapeze provide
the vocabulary for a contemporary and hopeful kind of metaphorical language
and repeatedly ensure moments of amazement.

hour

pitch

15 15:45 15:45
8/1 8/1

Compagnie Les Malles: A story about neighbours presented by Les Malles in
a language that combines hand puppetry, dance and gestural theatre in an
explosive show!

hour

pitch

16 20:30 17:30 20:30 17:30
5/1 5/1 5/1 5/1

Company Kate&Pasi: In Rafla, not everything always goes as it should, but
joy and happiness are always guaranteed. The lightly comedic and jovial
work takes viewers into the world of acrobatics and juggling.

hour

pitch

17 21:00 21:00 21:00 21:00
12/5 14/4 12/5 14/4

De Vuurmeesters: De Vuurmeesters are teasing this year with small
fragments from their wide-ranging fire landscapes: enjoy their Fire Lanterns,
Fire Candlesticks, Fire Lotus and Oil Lamps on staff.

hour

pitch

19 15:30 17:30 19:45 15:30 17:30
11/1 11/1 11/1 11/1 11/1

Disco Balance: A super fresh creation which mixes strong and visual
acroduo, perch and so many rythm. In this show they use the following circus
disciplines: perch, hand to hand, acrodance, theater, humour.

hour

pitch

20 16:30 18:00 16:30 18:00
13/1 13/1 13/1 13/1

DoubleV: Other than difficult diabolo tricks, they combined some acrobatic
tricks with their profession. When they are together, some special chemical
reactions occur. That's what Double V is.

hour

pitch

22:00
13/1

22:00
13/1

21 21:00 21:00
12/2 12/2

Dwaallicht vzw: Dwaallicht vzw creates custom fire installations. From very
small to very large assignments for any kind of event. All kinds of
combinations are possible.

hour

pitch

22 21:15 22:45 21:15 22:45
8/1 8/1 8/1 8/1

Fietswolven Figurentheater: A touching story, about a man and a deer. About
a tentative encounter that leads to madness. About desire and getting caught
up in untamed longing.

hour

pitch

23 15:00 17:30 15:00 17:30
2/1 2/1 2/1 2/1

Grandet Douglas: Ever dreamed of a magic flying carpet ride while a pianist
accompanies your flight with marvellous music? In the fantastic world of
Grandet Douglas this dream becomes reality.

hour

pitch

24 14:45 17:00 19:30 14:45 17:00
21/1 21/1 21/1 21/1 21/1

Guillem Albá: A twenty-five minutes journey from comedy to poetry, with the
hands as a starting point. This part of the body that returns us to the tangible,
everyday and artisanal.

hour

pitch

20:30
21/1

25 17:00 19:00 17:00 19:00
10/2 10/2 10/2 10/2

Jordi L. Vidal company: “An encounter" it is an original and dynamic
performance that combines floor acrobatics, dance and physical theatre.
Tender, adventurous, passionate.

hour

pitch

26 16:00 18:00 20:00
10/2 10/2 10/2

Juggling Tango: Juggling Tango captures the spirit, the music and dance of
the Argentinian Tango and combines them with extraordinary juggling skills
in an unparalleled choreographic display. Juggling.

hour

pitch

21:00
10/2

27 14:00 16:00 18:00 14:00 16:00 18:00
10/1 10/1 10/1 10/1 10/1 10/1

Kai Berthold: The Funus Memoriae GmbH & Co KG is specialised in the
cremation of human memories. We‘re helping people to ban unloved
moments from their conscious and unconscious minds.

hour

pitch

28 19:30 18:30 18:30
18/1 18/1 18/1

Kolektiv Lapso Cirk: They challenge the laws of gravity and their very own
abilities. Simple planks of wood transform into various contraptions that lead
them to having to constantly be overcoming new challenges.

hour

pitch

29 16:30 16:45 19:00
4/1 8/1 4/1

La Fam Teatre: Aquiles irrupts in the city with his 5.5 metres of height, and
his nearly 1000kg. A show with a great visual impact, which will leave anyone
entirely mesmerised. Walking act with an amazing finale.

hour

pitch

21:00 21:15
4/1 17/1

21:00 21:15
8/1 17/1

19:15
17/1

30 14:00 17:00 14:00 17:00
2/1 2/1 2/1 2/1

Lannutti&Corbo company: A performance featuring clown acts, music and
bizarre magic. A surreal, dream-inspired circus, where comedy and poetry
take control and transport the audience on a timeless journey.

hour

pitch

31 16:00 18:00
10/2 10/2

Les Objets Volants: Circus Puzzle finds balance within instants, cultivates
patience, plays with risk, chooses the most surprising way instead of the
easiest. They endlessly seek a solution.

hour

pitch



Friday Saturday Sunday

32 19:30 14:15 19:30 14:15 16:30

5/1 5/1 5/1 5/1 5/1

Los Colgados: A fusion of clown and aerial acrobatics that creates a
surprising, humoristic and entertaining show. A circus teatre with unusual
acrobatic props. A visual humoristic poetry.

hour

pitch

33 14:00 14:00 17:00 14:00 14:00 17:00

17/1 17/2 17/1 17/1 17/2 17/1

Lyapunov: 'Skyline' are giant highlines across the city between iconic high
points. The 'Skyolin' is their self-designed four-string instrument, with strings
that can be tens to 100s of meters long.

hour

pitch

17:00 19:15 19:15

17/2 17/1 17/2

17:00

17/2

34 20:45 14:00 20:45 14:00 18:30

7/1 7/1 7/1 7/1 7/1

Maraña: The collective momentum with a multicultural musical team brings
an art installation made of thread and wool to life in a multidimensional and
interdisciplinary way.

hour

pitch

35 14:15 16:45 14:15 16:45

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Maria Dermitzaki - Tirasila asbl: Young and old are invited to draw and write
with light freely on the walls, floor and ceiling of a structure that can be
installed both indoors and outdoors.

hour

pitch

36 15:45 18:30 15:45 18:30

3/1 3/1 3/1 3/1

Motionhouse: A thrilling show for the family, combining dynamic dance,
acrobatic movement and hand-to-hand partnering. With powerful physicality,
a seamless mix of dance and circus.

hour

pitch

37 21:15 23:00 21:15 23:00

13/1 15/1 13/1 15/1

Moving Fire Arts: "Glowing Lights": a rousing light and dance performance
with programmed LED light props.
"In Fire & Ashes" is a fire show where flames and sparks literally splash off
the stage!

hour

pitch

38 16:00 18:45 16:00 18:45

17/1 17/1 17/1 17/1

Murmuyo: Touring the city, Murmuyo tries to share the idea that ‘everybody
belongs to everybody’. Together with his audience, he will decide where to go
and what to do. Every show is a new journey.

hour

pitch

39 15:15 18:30 15:15 18:30

17/1 17/1 17/1 17/1

Ockham's Razor: Incorporating acrobatics, parkour and dance they move
through the architecture of the streets, lifting each other over and around
walls, stairs, obstacles - dancing with the fabric of the world.

hour

pitch

40 15:15 17:30 15:15 17:30

19/1 19/1 19/1 19/1

One Dance Project (1) - Cie Compagnie Fanny Coulm: Attraction, flight,
tension. In Fine is a vertical journey in search of  the elusive, of unknown
worlds with lightness and poetry.

hour

pitch

41 14:45 17:15 14:45 17:15

19/1 19/1 19/1 19/1

One Dance Project (2) -  Cie Des Crocs dans les Yeux: Dance and acrobatics
as a way of being in the world. Like a burst of energy that resists. Between
anger and tenderness, explosion and reconciliation, immensity and pettiness.

hour

pitch

42 15:30 17:30 15:30 17:30

7/1 7/1 7/1 7/1

Panama Pictures: They push the boundaries of what is possible and make the
physical sensation tangible for the audience. An exciting game where
acrobatics and dance merge.

hour

pitch

43 21:15 22:30 21:15 22:30

15/1 15/1 15/1 15/1

Part a fou vzw: A majestic solo performance by an artist who feels deeply
connected to the fire, full of high technique and imposing flames.

hour

pitch

44 21:00 15:00 21:00 15:00

14/2 14/2 14/2 14/2

Pif-Paf: A beautiful interactive sound and light sculpture hung above the
audience. The sculpture creates a small dancing, singing world beneath it.

hour

pitch

45 16:00 19:00 16:00 19:00

1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1

Planeta Trampolí: Planeta Trampolí proposes a fresh, warm and intimate
trampoline show for the whole family, full of humor, poetry, rhythm
and somersaults that will change the concept we have of the trampoline.

hour

pitch

46 14:00 17:00 14:00 17:00

8/1 8/1 8/1 8/1

Psirc: A street show demonstrating the great circus acts associated with each
of them. A tragicomedy that imagines a future from which to look at and read
our present.

hour

pitch

47 20:30 14:00 17:00

11/1 11/1 11/1

Qualité Street: From outer space, a UFO is wandering in the middle of the
road! On board, two blue-skinned creatures, cheerful and friendly, are coming
to you for an extraordinary encounter...

hour

pitch

48 19:30 16:15 19:30

7/1 7/1 7/1

Rode Boom: What if a poet and a mentalist join hands and write poetry
together, without words, but in images with in between: elusive magic.

hour

pitch

49 15:00 18:15 15:00 18:15

8/1 8/1 8/1 8/1

RoguePlay Theatre: Forests challenges current forestry practices, our ever
growing consumption of wood and the hidden destruction this causes.
Forests is a contemporary family friendly circus piece.

hour

pitch

50 14:00 16:00 21:00 14:00 16:00

5/2 5/2 5/2 5/2 5/2

Ron Jaluai vzw: Under heavy UV light artillery, 10 cubes are placed next and
on each other in a setting where the public can walk in between, ... a soothing
and magical atmospheric landscape.

hour

pitch

21:00

5/2

51 21:00 21:00 22:00 21:00 21:00 22:00

11/2 20/1 11/2 11/2 20/1 11/2

Sacred Places: An installation with water & light - fountains & laser on the
water surface of the Remparts. Music, light installation and creative video
projection with pianist Christine Carré at the Cathedral.

hour

pitch

22:00

20/1

22:00

20/1

52 21:00 21:00

12/2 12/2

Schim: This time, during De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper (City of Wings Ypres), the
music group lends its unique cosmotronic sound palette to the atmospheric
light installations of Vzw Dwaallicht.

hour

pitch

53 14:15 15:45 17:30 14:15 15:45 17:30

4/1 4/1 4/1 4/1 4/1 4/1

Straattheater Gusta: Giant chicken Fabienne is looking for love. On the
streets and among people. James - the dignified dwarf on her back - is
especially looking for an audience.

hour

pitch

54 14:30 17:30 19:45 14:30 17:30

17/1 17/1 17/1 17/1 17/1

The Funky Monkeys: Everything is viewed differently, up is down, dance is
acrobatics. With fresh, playful ease, they present new ways of combining the
art forms of dance and acrobatics.

hour

pitch

55 14:30 17:30 14:30 17:30

17/1 17/1 17/1 17/1

This Maag: This Maag has been playing the street and other stages of this
planet with his interactive shows enriched with lots of improvisation, Alpine
madness and EU-certified Swiss humour.

hour

pitch

56 15:00 17:00 15:00 17:00

20/2 20/2 20/2 20/2

Tombs Creatius: A microfestival around the animation, with small-format
cinema, street games and live illustration. The whole PUCK’s troupe is
disposing to put the world topsy-turvy.  Let yourself be invaded!

hour

pitch

57 14:00 17:00 14:00 17:00

3/1 3/1 3/1 3/1

UliK Robotic Circus: Salto Robotale develops a charm and poetry all of its
own, which the audience would not expect. Artistry, juggling, partner
acrobatics, Chinese pole,  aerial acrobatics and an industrial robot.

hour

pitch

58 18:30 18:30

15/1 15/1

UNATI - Anthony Weiss: A solo with aerial straps and aerial chains. Uman-
genesis goes through the big questions of human change, renewal, and
necessary metamorphosis to reach a new life.

hour

pitch

59 19:30 14:00 14:00

10/2 10/2 10/2

UpArte Cia.: A search for balance between risk, rhythm, aesthetics and
humour. A contemporary circus show in which acrobatic technique and
dance is a part of their common language.

hour

pitch

60 21:00 21:00

10/1 10/1

Vuurkunst: The wonder of  many fire-lights lantern installation and the many
hanging fire torches give a fairy-like atmosphere in the darkest night.

hour

pitch

61 14:00 15:30 14:00 15:30

18/1 18/1 18/1 18/1

Zen del Sur: Two multitalented artists who interact through different
contemporary styles of movement, circus elements and live music under the
gravitation attraction of Andalucia and Flamenco art.

hour

pitch



Friday Saturday Sunday

62 14:30 17:30 14:30 17:30

14/4 14/4 14/4 14/4

RavArt: Energetic and full of creative ideas, the three move through the city.
They turn squares into a yoga class, crawl into lampposts, work themselves
into (im)possible positions...

hour

pitch


